Controlled Synthesis of Water Soluble Micrometer Sized Highly Luminescent Zinc Sulfide Flowers Using Green Chemistry Approach and Their Characterization
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Abstract
In the present study, highly luminescent zinc sulfide (ZnS) flowers were fabricated using facile green chemistry route and characterized. The beauty of green-chemistry synthetic route is that it is relatively simple, easy to handle, convenient, inexpensive, low energy consumption, does not require large area, demanding no extreme pressure or temperature control and requiring no complicated apparatus/special equipment which make this technique more suitable than other existing synthesis methods. The formation of ZnS flowers was confirmed by various characterization techniques such as scanning electron microscopy (SEM), electron dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDAX), zeta-potential, dynamic light scattering (DLS), ultraviolet visible spectroscopy (UV-VIS) and photoluminescence spectroscopy (PL). The systematic formation of ZnS microstructures to be appearing like flowers was discussed in this paper. Using this method, it is easy to prepare three-dimensional flower like ZnS (average size ~882 nm) containing nanoparticles of size less than 4 nm. Even though the total size of ZnS flowers was in submicron range, the thickness of petals is in the nanometer range. The flowers were indeed made up of nano-ZnS particles. To the best of our knowledge, till now nobody has reported these attractive flowers like ZnS structures in the range of micrometer. The present study provides a new avenue to gain in-depth insight to the design of highly luminescent ZnS flowers.
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Introduction
In the age of nanotechnology, various kinds of nanomaterials with variety of size and shapes were synthesized using various synthetic procedures [1]. Sometimes, the synthesized materials were not stable for longer period and tend to be agglomerated due to the high surface energy, high surface tension and the presence of dangling bonds on the surface [2]. Since, the synthesis of nano materials is very difficult due to their tedious synthetic procedure and the reproducibility will be lost. The
traditional method of chemical synthesis generally require complicated instrumentation, toxic precursors, large working area, high energy consumption and need lot of time to prepare nano-scaled materials [3,4]. Hence, an easy and economic green synthesis procedure is highly desired as a new synthetic approach to design the variety of compounds. Now these days, the fundamentals of green chemistry are widely used for the synthesis of many compounds with different size and shapes [2,5,6]. Green synthesis procedure was generally used to reduce the formation of unwanted hazardous waste materials as compared to other traditional chemical/physical methods.

Zinc sulfide (ZnS) is a group (II-VI) type of binary compound and environmentally benign semiconductor material having optical band gap of 3.68 eV at room temperature i.e. 27°C [7-10]. In the nature, ZnS is found in two allotropes, one is zinc blende (ZB) form having cubic like structure and another is wurzite (WZ) form with hexagonal lattice structures [9]. The band gap of ZB and WZ phase has 3.72 eV and 3.77 eV respectively [11]. ZnS is an important material and taking point of interest due to the richness of attractive chemical, physical, electronic and optical properties which are used in various applications such as biosensors [12], gas sensors [13], photocatalysis [14], electronics [15], optoelectronics [16], UV-light sensors [17], flat panel displays [18], nanogenerators [19], p-type conductors [20], thermoelectric [21], solar cells [22], infrared windows [23], lasers [24] and field effect transistors [25]. It has been demonstrated that properties of ZnS is largely depend on the size and morphology. Hence, research in the field of ZnS based morphologies is still required to develop new devices such as biosensors, cancer detectors and ultrasensitive sensors due to their nontoxicity, non-carcinogenicity and excellent luminescence properties.

Various methods were reported for the synthesis of zinc sulfide in the micro and nanoscale range with different size and shapes. These methods include hydrothermal method [26], microemulsion method [27], solvothermal method [28], sol-gel method [29], thermal evaporation method [30], organometallic method [31], gas-phase condensation method [32], ion-complex transformation method [33,34], sonochemical method [35], solid-state method [36], electrochemical deposition method [37], liquid-phase chemical precipitation method [38], vapor deposition method [39,40], microwave irradiation method [41,42], screen-printing method [16] and molecular beam epitaxy [43]. But, these methods were generally avoided due to several limitations such as requirement of well trained personnel, sophisticated instrumentation, toxic chemicals, non-aqueous toxic solvents, costly equipment operation, complex process control, high vacuum conditions, require inert conditions e.g. Argon atmosphere or long reaction time, high temperature, high pressure and vigorous conditions [7,44,45]. In most of the cases, nanoparticles prepared by these methods were not uniform, not stable for long period, and easily agglomerated [26]. Hence, need of green chemistry or soft chemistry synthetic approach was realized. Now, it is possible to synthesize a large variety of compounds with different shapes and size by changing the reaction conditions i.e. the nature of solvents, concentration of the starting materials and the choice of suitable capping/stabilizing agent [5,10]. The capping agent protects the nanoparticles from agglomeration by reducing their surface tension and hence provides them stability for long periods under atmospheric conditions at room temperature. There are various reports on the synthesis of ZnS nanoparticles with different capping agents [10,46].

In our present preparation method, we had followed eco-friendly green-chemistry route of the synthesis of microstructures of ZnS flowers using nontoxic and non-hazardous precursors such as zinc nitrate (used as zinc metal ion source) and sodium sulfide (used as sulfide ion source). In the literature, various nanomaterials of ZnS were synthesized with different
morphologies such as nanowires [47], Nano rods [48], Nano flowers [5], nanoparticles [49], ribbons [50], Nano sheets [51,52], nanotubes [53] and Nano belts [54]. These kinds of morphologies exhibit different optical behaviour such as fluorescence, luminescence and absorbance due to the inherent dependency of these techniques on the size, shape, variety of precursor used and the synthetic route followed for the preparation of these materials [55]. There is a great challenge to obtain clear ZnS structures using a simple procedure of synthesis. Different synthesis schemes follow different growth mechanism which is depending upon various kinetic and thermodynamic factors [56,57]. Slight change in the growth conditions may change the morphology and shape. Hence, the main reason of morphological variation or uncertainty in shape or size is influenced by the experimental parameters. Therefore, it was necessary to understand the importance of growth mechanism. In this paper, we had tried to explain the morphological derivation and evolution of the new shape with some experimental parameters.

The basic idea behind this approach is to obtain the high quality of synthesized ZnS flowers with mild, easily controllable, well-repeatable and facile method. In the literature, various flower like morphologies were reported but they are not pure ZnS and composed of other compounds. In this report, we had synthesized pure ZnS flowers without using any other compound. Different techniques were utilized in this study for characterization purpose. Luminescence properties of the microstructures of ZnS flowers were characterized by photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy. Morphological and shape determination was performed by scanning electron microscope (SEM). Optical absorbance was taken from ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) absorption spectrometer. Zeta-potential was measured to determine the surface charge and stability of the synthesized ZnS flowers in the aqueous medium. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) technique was studied to determine the average size of the ZnS flowers. Electron dispersive X-ray spectroscopic (EDAX) analysis was performed to check the purity of the compound and the elemental composition. The effect of pH on the morphology, luminescence intensity and zeta-potential of ZnS flowers was studied and systematically discussed. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first report on these high quality flower like-ZnS microstructures with interesting morphology and unique optical properties.

**Research Significance**

In the scientific area of microscopic research, there is a great demand of nanomaterials having variety of shapes. Novel properties of such nanomaterials can give an advantage to various research groups. Different morphologies were reported for zinc sulfide. Amazing flower like pictures of zinc sulfide was obtained by the method described in this research paper. The aim of this research to design the attractive nanomaterials which is useful for the development of various applications. Green-chemistry was also involved here so that one can easily synthesize this kind of material. These microscopic images were clearly shown that the obtained material having very good quality. As well this material can be synthesized at very large scale. The material obtained here can be utilized for various applications.

**Experimental Procedures**

**Reagents and apparatus**

Zinc nitrate tetra hydrate Zn(NO$_3$)$_2$.4H$_2$O, sodium sulfide (Na$_2$S), 3-mercaptopropanoic acid (MPA) and tetra butyl ammonium hydroxide [(CH$_3$.CH$_2$.CH$_2$.CH$_3$)$_4$.NOH] was procured from Sigma Aldrich, St Louis, MO. All the chemicals mentioned above were of analytical reagent (AR) grade and used without further purification (SCHEME 1). Ultrapure triple
distilled Millipore water (TDW) was used to prepare all aqueous solutions throughout the experiments. The reaction was performed at room temperature.

![SCHEME 1. Mechanism of synthesis of ZnS flowers.](image)

The SEM/EDAX measurement was performed by (Quanta 400ESEM The Netherlands) and operated at an accelerating voltage of 20.0 kV. UV-VIS spectrum is taken by Implen nanophotometer (serial no.1257). Photoluminescence spectra were performed using a PerkinElmer LS55 fluorescence spectrometer in the range from 200 nm to 500 nm. Zeta-potential and dynamic light scattering (DLS) analysis of the ZnS flowers was measured by Malvern Instruments (Malvern, UK) Zetasizer Nano-ZS. Magnetic stirrer controller (Model No.TH100) and a pH meter (Eutech Instruments, Singapore) were utilized in this study. Triple distilled deionized water was obtained from water purification system (Millipore, USA).

**Synthesis of MPA-capped flower like-ZnS**

**SCHEME 1. Mechanism of synthesis of ZnS flowers:** Mercaptopropanoic acid (MPA) functionalized zinc sulfide flowers were synthesized with slight modification in the following procedure reported earlier [58]. We had used tetrabutylammonium hydroxide (TBAH) in place of tetrapropylammonium hydroxide to adjust the pH during synthesis. Tetrabutylammonium hydroxide (TBAH) has larger cation as compared to tetrapropylammonium hydroxide and the basicity will be different. These basicity differences play a key factor to produce such a new morphology. The possible growth mechanism of synthesis of ZnS flowers was shown in SCHEME 1. First, zinc nitrate (0.04 M, 20 ml) solution A and sodium sulfide (0.02 M, 20 ml) solution B was prepared separately in TDW. Mercaptopropanoic acid (MPA) (0.64 mmol, 36 ml) was prepared in TDW and stirred for 5min solution C. In the next step, 2 ml of solution A was dropped slowly in the solution C with constant stirring for 10min. Then this mixture was titrated with tetrabutylammonium hydroxide (TBAH). Adjusted the pH to 12 and stirred for 10 min followed by rapid addition of 4 ml of solution B. Then, wait for 5 min before adding another 6ml of solution A. pH 12 was maintained by adding TBAH with constant stirring for 5 min. The flower like-ZnS micro particles were obtained in good dispersion in aqueous phase under magnetic stirring.

Thus, obtained MPA-capped zinc sulfide flowers were clear and colorless. The final volume of the ZnS flowers solution was 50 ml. This room temperature synthesis route was more promising for large-scale production and low-cost. The oxidation and agglomeration of the ZnS flowers were prevented at the same time using MPA as a stabilizer and the energy consumption during the preparation procedure was reduced. For comparison, MPA-capped zinc sulfide were also synthesized at different pH conditions using the same procedure as mentioned.
Results and Discussion

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)-characterization

FIG.1 SEM images obtained at different magnifications (a) 5000 (b) 10000 (c) 25000 and (d) 50000 for flower-like ZnS microstructures.

Micrometer size ZnS molecules were systematically arranged in a flower like fashion to give these interesting morphologies. The ZnS flowers are uniformly distributed in their aqueous solution at pH 12 and no agglomeration was observed. Images of flower like-ZnS microstructures which were obtained at different magnifications such as 5000, 10000, 25000 and 50000 are shown in FIG 1(a), 1(b), 1(c) and 1(d) respectively. As clearly seen in the images we can state that at pH 12 the shape of the MPA-capped ZnS attain flower like geometry which may appear due to the intrinsic characteristic property of zinc sulfide in the presence of bifunctional capping agent during their controlled growth conditions. Since, the capping agent i.e. 3-mercaptopraponoic acid was covalently bind with ZnS nanoparticles on their surface through its thiol moiety and disulfide bond formation takes place. Hence, the capping agents play a very important role to control the shape and size of the growing ZnS nanoparticles through a simple mechanism of charge transfer [10]. It is difficult to precisely control the morphology and shape of the synthesized ZnS flowers and still it is the most challenging problem.
Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDAX)-characterization

FIG. 2 (a) Shows the EDAX-analysis of ZnS flowers and (b) shows the elemental composition of the atoms present in the flower like-ZnS.

Compositional analysis of flower like-ZnS was done by electron dispersive x-ray (EDAX) spectroscopy as shown in FIG. 2a. EDAX-analysis of flower like-ZnS shows that Zn and S were present in the atomic ratio of 16.96% and 0.45% respectively (FIG. 2b). The results indicated that elemental Zn species were abundant on the surface of the ZnS flowers. In the X-ray energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDAX) spectrum, carbon and oxygen peak was present which indicates the presence of carboxylic group on to the surface of MPA-capped ZnS flowers. The strong peak of Zn was clearly present in the EDAX-analysis and no other peaks from impurities were detected, confirming the high purity of the synthesized ZnS-flowers. The Au signal in the EDAX-spectrum was attributed to the gold grid for SEM imaging.

Ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis)-characterization

FIG. 3 UV-Visible absorption spectrum of ZnS flowers.

UV-Vis spectroscopy is a useful technique to monitor the optical properties. The optical property of flower-like ZnS was quite different as compared to the bulk ZnS due to the difference in the band-gap energies. The change in the properties of small size particles is observed due to the increase in the surface to volume ratio and quantum confinement effect. UV–Visible absorption spectrum of ZnS flowers were shown (FIG. 3) optical density (O.D.) or absorbance around 0.822 at 268.0 nm wavelength. The absorption wavelength of the ZnS nanomaterials was changed with small change in their size and shape using different surface capping agent. There are various reports in the literature such as mercaptoacetic acid capped-ZnS QDs size (~4 nm) shows absorption band around 295 nm due to $1S_{3/2} - 1S_e$ transition [10]. Thioglycolic acid-capped ZnS
nanoparticles (size ~ 4.5 nm) dispersed in ethanol shows UV-Vis absorption maximum at around 323 nm [59]. The absorption spectra of MPA-capped ZnS QDs approx size (around 4 nm to 5 nm) was reported around 315 nm [58]. Hence, the size of ZnS-nanoparticles which are the part of flowers shall less than 4 nm.

**Photoluminescence spectral characterization of ZnS flowers**

![Photoluminescence spectra of MPA capped-ZnS flowers in their aqueous solution.](image)

To determine the optical properties of various nanomaterials, PL-study was performed to characterize them. Luminescent properties of ZnS are very well known [8,62,63]. When ZnS crystal was excited with an external light source, a pair of electron-hole was generated. After excitation, these electron-hole pairs recombined to give emission wavelength. To show the PL-characteristics, ZnS flowers absorb high energy photons which excite the electrons to reach in the conduction band (CB) from the valence band (VB) of Zn$^{2+}$ levels. These excited electrons decay non-radiatively to the surface states and then decay radiatively to the valence band and a lower energy photon was emitted [63]. The energy of excitation and emission was recorded in terms of wavelength and the number of electron-hole pairs generated was determined in terms of intensity with the help of spectrophotometer. The results indicated that highest intensity was obtained for the flower like ZnS crystals when were excited at 260 nm and the emission wavelength was observed at around 378 nm (FIG. 4). The photoluminescence emission was observed due to presence of the band edge and stoichiometric vacancies [11]. The obtained results were compared with those bulk ZnS material reported [64]. The PL-emission was observed at 450 nm for bulk ZnS by Chen et al. [64]. In case of ZnS nanoparticles, the PL-emission wavelength was decreased and reached at around 400 nm [63]. In our observation, PL-emission was achieved at about 378 nm for flower like-ZnS due to small size and presence of capping agent. The intensity of the emission peak was strong and highest for flower like-ZnS at pH 12, which further indicates that ZnS nanoparticles having good crystallinity. Hence, we can state that ZnS flowers were constructed with nanometer size ZnS particles. At pH 12 conditions, high density of carboxylate (–COO$^-$) ions were present on the nanoparticles surface which will repel them from each other. Hence, good dispersity was observed in their dispersions. Further, increasing the pH from 12 of the ZnS flowers dispersion the luminescence intensity was very poor which could not be observed. This was due to the
formation of precipitate of zinc hydroxide and there were no more flowers. In more acidic medium (less than pH 6) the luminescence emission intensity was also very small and could not be recorded. This was due to the protonation of MPA attached to the ZnS flowers and consequently removal of capping from the ZnS surface. This will make the flowers unstable and they will tend to agglomerate. Similar effect of lower and higher pH on fluorescence intensity was reported in the literature for the mercaptoacetic acid capped CdS quantum dots [65]. Photoluminescence properties of different morphologies of ZnS nanostructures were reported in the literature [66-69]. We observed flower like morphology at pH 12 only.

Dynamic light scattering (DLS) characterization

![Dynamic light scattering (DLS) characterization](FIG. 5 Shows the DLS-image of ZnS flowers.)

Dynamic light scattering (DLS) analysis was performed for the measurement of hydrodynamic size of ZnS-flowers at room temperature as shown in FIG. 5. The hydrodynamic size was calculated from the diffusion times using Stokes–Einstein equation [60].

\[ D = \frac{kT}{3\pi\eta R} \]

Where, D is the translational diffusion coefficient of the particles, k is Boltzmann's constant \((1.38 \times 10^{-16} \text{ erg K}^{-1})\), T the temperature \((^\circ\text{K} = ^\circ\text{C} + 273)\), R is the hydrodynamic size of the particles and \(\eta\) is the viscosity of the solvent (e.g. \(\eta = 0.890 \times 10^{-2}\) poise for water at 25°C). DLS is also referred to as photon correlation spectroscopy. The particle size distribution was measured at 25°C in a low-volume quartz batch cuvette. Generally, a wide dynamic range of the nanometer and micrometer sized particles can be easily detected by DLS-analysis. DLS-analysis indicated that hydrodynamic size of the ZnS-flowers was around 882 nm and the width of the flower was about 42.65 nm. However, the width of the flowers as per SEM-image was shown hundred nanometers. Hence, the width of 42.65 nm may be referred to the petals of the flower.

Effect of pH on Zeta-potential (ZP) of ZnS flowers

![Effect of pH on Zeta-potential (ZP) of ZnS flowers](FIG. 6 Shows the Zeta-potential of ZnS flowers at different pH conditions (a) ZP was observed at pH 12 i.e. -60.6 mV, (b) shows the ZP of MPA-capped ZnS at pH 10 i.e. -27.6 mV and (c) shows the ZP of MPA-capped ZnS at pH 7 i.e. -0.783 mV.)
pH of the medium in which the ZnS flowers were dispersed plays a very critical role and therefore need to be studied. To study the effect of pH, ZnS flowers were dispersed in their aqueous solution and their pH was adjusted by tetra butyl ammonium hydroxide at the synthesis procedure as described earlier. The effect of pH in a range between 7 and 12 on the zeta-potential was studied and the results obtained were shown in FIG. 6. Zeta-potential arises due to the presence of charge on the surface of the flowers and hence it is significantly depending on the pH of the medium in which the flowers are dispersed [61]. In basic medium, negatively charged carboxylate ions were present on the surface of the MPA-capped ZnS flowers. When the pH is increased zeta-potential is also increased due to the deprotonation of the –COOH groups present in the outer side of the flowers. The prepared ZnS microflowers are well-dispersed at pH 12 and it was suitable for the zeta-potential measurement. At pH 12, the surface of the ZnS flowers capped with mercaptopropanoic acid was fully charged. In this case, due to large electrostatic repulsion effect dispersion of the flowers was very good and resulting in -60.6 mV zeta-potential as shown in FIG. 6a. We can state that only few carboxylate (-COO-) ions were present on the surface of MPA-capped ZnS at pH 7 as compared to pH 10. Hence, at pH 10 and pH 7 zeta-potential was decreased and it was obtained at -27.6 mV (FIG. 6b) and -0.783 mV (FIG. 6c) respectively. The driving force for formation of flower like structure may be due to combination of various parameters such as nanoparticle size, viscosity and hydrophobic effect of tetra butyl ammonium hydroxide (TBAH). The hydrophobic effect will change the contact angle and the geometry may change [70]. The selection of experimental conditions, concentration of reactants and the route of preparation used, also play an important role to control over the shape of the synthesized material. Different kinds of geometry were reported by changing the molar ratio of TBAH and its influence was clearly mentioned in the literature for the shape and size of TiO$_2$ nanoparticles prepared by microwave-assisted hydrothermal process [71].

**Conclusion**

In this paper, we report on interesting flower like microstructures of ZnS with attractive optical, physical and electronic properties. The highly crystalline flower like-ZnS was synthesized using green chemistry approach i.e. waste reduction, cheap raw material, less time, process safety, design of nontoxic nanomaterial and energy efficiency. The average size of the flower like-ZnS was about 882 nm observed from DLS-analysis. Various research groups are working on zinc sulfide but none has reported these kinds of SEM morphologies which are really looked like flowers of ZnS constructed with very small ZnS nanoparticles. The luminescent flowers of ZnS crystal shows the quantum confinement effect and blue shift was observed as compared to bulk ZnS. The photoluminescence was observed in the flower like ZnS due to the radiative recombination of the excited electrons from conduction band to holes in the valence band. In further studies, for application point of view such highly luminescent water soluble flower like ZnS can be used in various devices. For best performance, it is necessary to optimize the concentration of capping agent and the comparison was required with different types of capping agents in further studies. Such obtained special structures of ZnS represent good candidates for further applications in various fields of nanoscale science and technology.
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